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WHAT'S UMEDOC
Umedoc is a telehealth services platform that
pairs medical providers along with people
needing urgent and primary medical care all in
one spot through our easy to use, secure
telehealth platform.

We do this all quickly without the hassle. We
accept all major commercial insurance carriers
and participate in Medicare and Medicaid
coverage for medical services through
telehealth. We are currently serving Florida
and Kentucky states, meanwhile expanding to
the whole U.S.

ALLIANCE PROGRAM

MUTUAL VISION,
PARTNERS
IN GROWTH.

Welcome to the exciting and rewarding
alliance marketing program in the new age of
e-health. Umedoc Telehealth is always actively
looking for partnerships to grow with the
health and medical community.

As a telehealth platform, Umedoc would like to
connect with local businesses to provide the
most convenient and efficient services to your
valuable clients together. We also believe the
collaboration would provide you an edge over
other competitors in the area.

Before talking about more details of this
program, you might have a question.



Google Ads

Umedoc would be able to provide the
opportunities for your business to gain online
exposure through multiple resources, and also
provide your customers a convenient and
efficient connection with high quality medical
service providers via telehealth. 

COLLABORATIONS PLAN

Umedoc has a robust google ads campaign
showcasing our medical service with great
quality to attract patients on google search
engine. Averagely we can get 90,000+
impressions and 5,000+ clicks every month.

SEO Benefits

Webpage & Links - We are able to create
connecting web pages and links between
both our websites.
Default preferred Selection - For Pharmacy,
Umedoc will set your business as the default
preferred pharmacy for patients to get their
medications.
Social Media - Umedoc will create custom
posts promoting the service collaboration.
Discount - Umedoc can offer promotions and
discounts for appointments booked through
the link page.

Umedoc is seeking opportunities to create
connections with your businesses online. The
following is what we plan to partner with you:

What You Can Do for Us

Links Exchange - We would like to connect
our websites to increase the traffic.
Postcards - We will require space for
banners/postcards in your stores.
Words of mouth - Umedoc will require your
words to encourage patients to use our
telehealth service.

Umedoc is dedicated to building our reputation
within the community, here are what we need
from you to help:

Website: https://umedoc.com/affiliate-program/
Email us: social@synapsecoding.com
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Attachment - connecting webpage example 

This is the template example from
Umedoc Telehealth, here we used
Prime Medical Group which is one
of our partners as an example. 

Each image and paragraph on the
page can be customized upon
request and approval!

If you are interested, feel
free to reply to us through
the following contact:

Email:
social@synapsecoding.com
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